Wanders’ Tulip Armchair / Marcel Wanders / 2010

INSPIRATION

PLUS

This armchair comes from Marcel Wanders’ idea to
create a product, suitable both for home and contract
projects, that creates an intimate space.
A flower, a tulip that “embraces” who lays down on it.
The name represents an immediate reference to the
Netherlands, Marcel Wanders’ home country.
The rotation of the base allows the person who sits
on the product to turn the armchair towards the most
favorite perspective.

Wanders’ Tulip Armchair is the result of a mix of
technology and craftsmanship.
The shell is produced in molded fiberglass, where
are inserted the seat and the back (made in soft
polyurethane, injected in a mould).
The upholstery is particularly complex and it requires
various phases that have to be realized with great
attention and expertise.
After having sprinkled gluing material on the shell, the
cover (preventively sewn) has to be carefully put on.
All the finishing’s phases are entirely realized by hand.

Wanders’ Tulip Armchair / Marcel Wanders / 2010

Born in Boxtel, the Netherlands in 1963, Marcel
Wanders developed his experience in the design field
first in Droog Design, then with Wanders Wonders
brand, and currently with Moooi. He collaborates with
Authentics, Flos, Magis, Mandarina Duck, and Salviati.
Impulsive and always enthusiastic, he creates delicate
and light objects as naturally as technology became
second nature for the human race. Marcel Wanders
believes it is important to learn about materials, to
know what they can do, how they are produced and
how they are processed, and in this way he creates
his projects through a synthesis of handicraft and
industrial technology.

MODELS DISPLAYED AT ORGATEC 2014
N°02 armchair Wanders’ Tulip Armchair TL_1,
in Panno red 459 D
cm. diam. 87xh.43/163
price: € 5860 each (VAT not included)

LEAD TIME
7 weeks
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